






















For the creation of web-based practical training class for clinical 












　This study approaches the construction of a web-based practical training class in clinical psychology from the 
viewpoint of class space and joint attention. The class space is defined as the place created by participants. The focus 
of this study is “joint attention”, which is used to assess the attitude of the participants when required to achieve a 
task.
　Clinical psychology education in the university（graduate school）was regarded as an active learning exercise, and 
the characteristics of OUJʼs web-based class was compared with the web-based class practices of other universities. 
As a result, it was found that the participants must learn the necessary academic knowledge through the on-demand 
learning material before proceeding to practical learning in a simultaneous bidirectional class. It was also found that in 
the simultaneous bidirectional class, the faculty members will be required to（1）make good use of the technical/
mechanical aspects of the device employed,（2）aim for joint attention that can be shared with all five senses,（3）
create a variety of challenges that anyone can be interested in, and（4）build a structure that the sense of “here and 
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